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Your hoses and cables are often an expensive and important part in your production processes. But 
hoses and cables can often be an obstacle and are therefore susceptible to damage that may arise 
by driving over them, falling down, bending and kinking. This can reduce the lifespan of your hoses or 
cables significantly. The Hosebun™ offers optimal support and protection, and guarantees the flow of 
the substance you want to transport through the hose or cable. The Hosebun™ therefore increases the 
lifespan of your expensive hoses and cables considerably, and ensures that the flow remains optimal.

A Hosebun™ is a polyurethane saddle designed to suspend hoses. Each model comes complete with 
it own treated nylon sling which is fastened in a choker position and is designed to accommodate the 
manufacturers’ minimum bending radius to protect the hose from kinking and prolonging the life of 
the hose

Why Do you Need a Hosebun

Despite continued high cost of materials, 
consumers continue to use inferior products 
for the hoisting and suspension of their hoses, 
based on client feedback we are confident 
the Hosebun™ is the world’s premier hose 
suspension device.
Hose is not cheap, yet time after time people hoist, 
suspend and manipulate their hose with inferior 
products. The Hosebun™ is the absolute best 
hose suspension device in the world, we know 
because our customers tell us.

In addition to extending/prolonging the life of your 
hose, a Hosebun™ will prevent it from kinking or 
otherwise becoming compromised. Depending 
on the nature of the material to be transported, 
kinked or damaged hose can be dangerous or 
even fatal.

Optimal support - The specially developed shape 
of the Hosebun™ saddle, made from strong 
polyurethane material, results in the Hosebun™ 
providing optimal support for your hose or cable.

Optimal Protection - Whether it’s liquid, solids 
and/or other media, the flow through your hose 
or cable combined with the Hosebun™ is optimal, 
and without constrictions or blockages due to 
being suspended.

Optimal Flow - Look at the Hosebun™ product 
overview to see which Hosebun best suits your 
needs and take the step today to optimize, treat 
and protect your valuable cables and hoses.

Invest to Save Costs - Besides significantly 
expanding the life of your hoses and/or cables 
with the use of the Hosebun™, the delays in your 
production process due to constriction, damage or 
breakage are greatly reduced.

More than Just a Saddle - HOSEBUN™ provides, 
alongside the Hosebun™ saddles, a number of 
specially developed products that will enable your 
production process to further optimize, become 
safer and increase the work experience

Item Code: HBH-25
Hose hanger for 1’’ (25mm) hose.
Item Code: HBH-32
Hose hanger for 1 1/4’’ (32mm) hose.
Item Code: HBH-40
Hose hanger for 1 1/2’’ (40mm) hose.

Used in various industrial, commercial sites and 
applications including:
• The petrochemical industry
• Oil and gas drilling applications
• Hi-hose refuelling stations
• Overland/offshore shipping & transportation 

settings
• Military & aircraft refuelling depots
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